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Define the following terms as applied to a square matrix A: (a1i):

i. eigen,a,lue j

ii. characteristic polynomiai, {a(A), of A;

iii. trace of,4 (tr(.4)) .

Let c be an eigenvector of a rea,l n, x ?r matrix A corresponding to the eigenvalue

.\. Short that a is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue )- of ,4h, for

each nz = 1,2,3, . . . . Herrce show that, if ,{ is

i. an idempotent matrix, then ) must be 0 or 1.

ii. a nilpotent matrix, then.la(i) = t" and tr(,4) :0.

Let)1,)2,. . , ),, be eigenvalues of an D X n matdx ,{ with rrultiplicities. Pro!€

i. )1 = arr i'l1or, , )i), for j: 1,2,... ,n;

ii. det A: )r x )2 x x ,\,, where det .4 mea.ns determira,lrt of ,4.

that, if two diagonalizable matriceo ,4 and B have the same eigenvectors

AB = BA,

the conveGe of the above statement with an assunption that the eigen

of ,4 are all dist inc.,.



2 (u) Define the following terms:

i. minimum polynomial;

ii. irreducible poiynomial,

of a 6quare matrix.

Prove the following:

i. Il rD(t) i8 the minirnum polynomial of an n x n matrix -4 and l,a(f)
charDclerisri. poll,nomial ol ,4. lhen da(f) dtvjdpb lrn(r]1".

ii. The characteristic and minimum polFromials of a square matrix

same irreducible factors.

iii /(t) : tn + an-in r +...+ 01, + oo is the minimum polynomiai

z-square matrix
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Hence furd the mat x whose minir1lum polynomial is {4- 5 t3-2 12+

3. (a) Find an orthogona.l transformation which reduces the foilowing quadratic

to a diago[a] form

5s1 + ltrt - 2i? + 12:,t1 xB + l2s2ca.

(b) Simultaneously diagonalize the following pair of quaclratic forms

zl - x| + xl - 2x24 - 2crr3 - 2xt!:t2;

3r? + r?+ 3rZ +2x1.82 - 2r2:x3 - 2.t1t j.



that / is aa fl, x n real symmetric matdx if and only if therc exists an

matdx I such that 8",48 is diagonal

an orthogonal matrix Q and a diagonal matrix D such ihat Q'AQ = O,

^:( i:\-, -n

the term inne! ptoduct in a vector spoce

C[0,1] be the vector space of all real-valued continuous functions on [0, t]'

any two tunctions ,f(c) and s(o) in C[0, 1], define

-:)

the Gram-schmidt process to find orthonormal basis for the column space

rratrix

tl
U s) = J" f@)stt]'dr.

that ( , ) is an inner product on Cl0,1l
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